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Braxton Bragg
This book is published by Floricanto Press.www.FloricantoPress.com Christopher
Columbus wanted to prove he'd reached the edge of India. So, when he returned to
Spain in 1493, he brought samples of gold, exotic plants, strange birds, and six
Taíno "Indians" to the court of Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand. "Kidnapped by
Columbus" is the fictional-largely accurate-historical account of the "Indians'"
voyage to the Old World told through the eyes of a fourteen-year-old Native
American. Columbus and his "Indians" returned to Spain at the height of the
Inquisition, in the wake of the expulsion of all Jews and the final defeat of Islam in
Europe. The "Indians" encounter some of the most prominent figures in historyIsabella and Ferdinand, Grand Inquisitor Tomás Torquemada, Catherine of Aragón,
the ill-fated Prince Juan, and Pope Rodrigo Borgia, who issues Papal Bulls changing
the boundaries of the Western Hemisphere to this day. "This cinematic novel
contributes greatly to the debate over how the historical figure of Christopher
Columbus should be judged today. It's a captivating read that serves as an
interesting introduction to the time when the Spanish Empire was ascendant,
detailing an exciting event that is under-reported by history. It puts the reader into
the shoes of a native who was controversially plucked from the shores of the New
World and taken to the Old World, as the globe shifted from the Pre-Columbian Era
to Post-Columbian Times. But most of all it's an arresting page-turner and a good
old fashioned action-packed adventure tale."-Robert Silverman, Editor-in-Chief,
StatePoint Media, Inc. "This fascinating novel offers a historical perspective of the
times of discovery of the New World from the eyes of a Taíno-the first natives who
Columbus encountered-which gives a humanly touch and new understanding of
this native culture. Marc Wilson recreates the compelling story of Enriquillo, a great
leader of the natives in the Spanish conquered islands in the Caribbean, and who
became a prisoner of Spain. His tale articulates a unique reality never shared
before as it delves in the relationship between the native captive and the Spanish
captor."-Salvador Habún, El Vocero. P.R. Marcus (Marc) Wilson is a journalist who
worked for three daily newspapers, five bureaus of The Associated Press, and was
editor and publisher of the "Bigfork Eagle," a weekly newspaper in northwestern
Montana. He also is the founder of TownNews.com. Marc is the author of "Hero
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Street U.S.A.," University of Oklahoma Press, 2009. It was honored as Best
History/Political Book in the International Latino Book Awards in 2010. Its Spanish
version was similarly honored in 2013.Marc is a graduate of the University of
Colorado, where he studied American frontier history under the renowned
professor Robert Athearn. He and his wife, Ginny, live in Loveland, Colorado. The
Montana Newspaper Association has honored Marc and Ginny as "Master EditorPublishers." The Inland Press Association has honored Marc with the Ray Carlson
Community Service Award.

The Lies We Are
The statesman, scientist, and philosopher Francis Bacon (1561-1626) lived a
divided life. Was he a noble scholar, or a conniving political crook? Was he a
homosexual? Lisa Jardine and Alan Stewart draw upon previously untapped sources
to create a controversial nuanced portrait of the quintessential "Renaissance man",
one whose achievements, while enormous, were nonetheless sadly circumscribed
by his class and station.

Ultimate Camp Cooking
As a leading Confederate general, Braxton Bragg (1817–1876) earned a reputation
for incompetence, for wantonly shooting his own soldiers, and for losing battles.
This public image established him not only as a scapegoat for the South's military
failures but also as the chief whipping boy of the Confederacy. The strongly
negative opinions of Bragg's contemporaries have continued to color assessments
of the general's military career and character by generations of historians. Rather
than take these assessments at face value, Earl J. Hess's biography offers a much
more balanced account of Bragg, the man and the officer. While Hess analyzes
Bragg's many campaigns and battles, he also emphasizes how his contemporaries
viewed his successes and failures and how these reactions affected Bragg both
personally and professionally. The testimony and opinions of other members of the
Confederate army--including Bragg's superiors, his fellow generals, and his
subordinates--reveal how the general became a symbol for the larger military
failures that undid the Confederacy. By connecting the general's personal life to his
military career, Hess positions Bragg as a figure saddled with unwarranted infamy
and humanizes him as a flawed yet misunderstood figure in Civil War history.

Places from the Past
Minneapolis-Moline Tractors
What started as two stand-up comedians using their comedic and cooking talents
to produce a DVD has grown into Ultimate Camp Cooking, a franchise that boasts
several DVDs, a traveling road show, and now the ultimate cookbook for outdoor
enthusiasts. Inside this portable, durable flexibound book, outdoor cooks will find
more than 80 tasty dishes that can either be grilled over an open flame or cooked
over a campfire in a Dutch oven. Faverman and Mac travel the United States to
meet people and teach them how to make gourmet-quality dishes right at their
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campsites. Each delicious recipe is easily prepared using familiar, flavorful
ingredients and basic cooking techniques, and the results are fantastic! Also
included are full-color photographs for most dishes, as well as hilarious stories and
handy tips and tricks from the Ultimate Camp Cooking pros. Tired of hot dogs and
granola bars? Instead, consider recipes such as Dutch Oven Benedict, Blue Cheese
Meatballs, and S'more Pies. Ultimate Camp Cooking has those and many other
amazing and satisfying meals--all cooked campside with little fuss, but a whole lot
of flavor.

Star Trek: U.S.S. Enterprise Haynes Manual
This One Year 2019 Schedule Planner and Organizer / Weekly Calendar by All
About Me is customizable for you and your life. The planner runs from November
26, 2018 through February 2, 2020. There is a two year calendar on the front
pages that are followed by pages, each with a full week for writing appointments,
events, and important dates on the left and blank lines to write in "Priorities" and
"To Do's" on the right. Following the Calendar Planner pages are wide ruled lined
pages to write notes for the next year, enter important phone numbers, or to write
notes for 2020. Click on the "Look Inside" on the top right side of the book to see
the interior. This One Year Calendar Planner awaits you. Use it to record
appointments along with your hopes and dreams, gratitude, bucket list, or as a
daily diary. The possibilities are endless! Book Size: 8.5" x 11" Soft Cover Interior
Paper Style: Calendar Plus Other Styles (see description above) 100 White Pages
(50 sheets) We hope you enjoy our uniquely designed Calendar Planners and other
blank books. Discover our ever-growing line of designs and interior styles by
clicking on our name All About Me above.

Crosswords Puzzle Book
One of Charles R. Swindoll's most powerful works, Strengthen Your Grip has sold
over one million copies. Now in paperback, this revised and updated edition speaks
more eloquently today than ever before to a world coming apart at its seams.

Gallatin 200
This Crosswords Puzzle Book is a perfect gift for everyone. This is the best activity
book for all kinds of people.

Three in Death
Collects three novellas starring Lieutenant Eve Dallas, in which she must attend an
off-planet police conference, put an escaped serial killer back in prison, and solve
an eighty-five-year-old murder.

Nuclear War Survival Skills
Wiley Nesmith, a young foot soldier during the Civil War, participates in several of
the most fiercely contested battles of the war, while his wife Martha Ann attempts
to defend their property against Confederate officials and bands of Union soldiers
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Strengthening Your Grip
This long-awaited new "Star Trek" technical manual--nearly two years in the
making--presented in the world-renowned Haynes Manual format details the
intricacies of the "Enterprise."

Nibbles Nighttime Adventure
Accurate, step-by-step recipes for a multitude of authentic dishes and concoctions,
from countryside and city, traditional and contemporary, well-known and exotic,
from the main cuisines of New Orleans

2004 Trailer Life Directory
More than 160,000 readers have been thrilled by the Shelby Alexander adventures.
Continue the thrills with Serenity Stalked, book two in the series! Hart is "one of
today's master thriller writers. " - San Francisco Review of Books. About the Series:
Shelby Alexander is an aging ex-boxer and retired fixer who moves back to the
small town of his youth to settle down. He'd like to spend his golden years fishing
the waters of Michigan. But you don't live life as Shelby has and not make more
than a few enemies. Throughout this pulse-pounding series, Shelby faces enemies
both old and new, relying on the skills he's learned over the years to stay alive and
bring his own brand of vigilante justice to the bad guys. Full of blazing action, close
calls, and memorable characters, the Shelby Alexander series is one you'll want to
revisit again and again. About the Book: A bullet slams into a wall just past Shelby

88 Keys - The Making of a Steinway Piano
This official guide answers all of your questions by presenting the park's best
natural featres, activities, and sights as selected by the experts: residents,
naturalists, and employees.

Travel Air
"The complete technical manual and troubleshooting guide for motorhomes, travel
trailers, fifth wheels, folding campers, truck campers, and vans"--Notes.

The Shades Of: the Mother Road
(Amadeus). More than 500 people are involved in the creation of just one of the
world's greatest pianos, the Steinway. From the selection and aging of wood to the
delicate voicing of the finished instrument, this special reissue of 88 Keys The
Making of a Steinway Piano relates the story behind the instrument's intricate
formation, as told by Miles Chapin, a fifth-generation descendant of Steinway's
founder, Henry Engelhard Steinway. Readers will learn about how the piano gets its
trademark curve, the "belly men" who fit the metal harp to the wooden frame, the
carvers who shape the piano's legs and pedal lyre, and the many other
craftspeople who have perfected their specialized contributions to the finished
product. They'll also get an insider's look into the company's history against a
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timeline of major worldwide music events, and into the roles of piano greats,
including Anton Rubinstein and Sergei Rachmaninoff, in contributing to its
prominence. A glossary of technical terms is included. For music lovers, aspiring
musicians, and pianists everywhere.

Locating the Iron Trail
The former basketball star speaks out on Bill Russell, race relations, the NBA, sex,
women, Kareen Abdul-Jabbar, and many other hot topics. Reprint.

Serenity
Barns of Minnesota
Have you ever wanted to take a cross-country road trip, but never found the right
time? Have you ever wanted to go on the adventure of a lifetime, but again, never
found the right time? Join me in this journey not of self-discovery, but of selfcreation. I promise you, together, we will accomplish both of these feats by the end
of this incredible journey. So set aside your fears, your worries, and anything else
that is holding you back from living your life the way you only dreamt it to be. The
moment you write down your dreams, they become goals, and the moment you set
tangible objectives, these goals become reality. I've already bought your ticket, all
you need to do is hop in. Okay, friend. We're about ready to travel cross-country,
along the famed Route 66. It's the ride of a lifetime. No looking back. Are you
ready? I said, are you ready!? All right, let's do this! In 1, 2, 3go!

Deep in the Heart
"The book is divided into ten genres, with fifty films appearing in each category.
Each entry includes a synopsis of the plot, details of awards for which it was
nominated and those it won, and fascinating background or insider knowledge
about the making of the movie. Contains over a century of film history"--Page 4 of
cover.

The Psychological Covert War on Hip Hop
The Best of Grand Teton National Park
"This is where the covert war begins on a very subconscious level, in the spirit of a
people who have been robbed and spoiled. Robbed of the classical spiritual
teachings of our ancestors and spoiled by trading our god for the enemies' wealth.
More discussions about the soul are in my book 'The meta-physical God-estry of
the soul of hip hop'"--P. 2.

Hostage to Fortune
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501 Must-see Movies
Reflections on My Life
DIVThe Linden Triangle: Linden Avenue and Linden Place, Hempstead, Long Island.
At this blighted intersection, seemingly forgotten by the middle and upper class
communities that surround it, the dream of suburban comfort and safety has
devolved into a nightmare of flying bullets and bloodshed. Here, a war between the
Bloods and Crips has torn a once-peaceful neighborhood apart. The book tells the
true story of one year in the life of a suburban village-turned-war-zone. Written by
Kevin Deutsch, award-winning criminal justice reporter for Newsday, it follows two
warring gangs and the anti-violence activists and police desperate to stop them. As
the body count climbs and conflict spreads to New York City, young men wielding
military grade weaponry wage a prolonged battle over pride, respect, revenge and
their legacies. Based on immersive reporting and more than 250 interviews with
gang members, their families, drug addicts, police and others, The Triangle is the
first insider account of a New York Bloods/Crips gang war from the only journalist
ever given access to the crews’ secretive realm. Triangle is a chilling investigation
of a world in which teenagers shoot their childhood friends over drug debts; where
gang rape is used as a form of retaliation; and once-promising students are molded
into cold-blooded assassins. With gang and drug-related violence responsible for as
many as half of all non-domestic homicides in the United States, The Triangle will
make a significant contribution to the national conversation about gangs,
chronicling the effects of armed gang conflicts not just on Long Island and New
York City but throughout America. /div

Water Code
A View from Above
Minnesota's barns are remarkable testaments to a midwestern way of life, one
centered on the land, work, family, ingenuity, and perseverance. Many think of
barns as breathtaking landmarks along the byways. Others have their favorite
barns--the well-kept, red dairy barn near St. Cloud, the faded horse barn on the
way to Faribault. Still others know these structures more intimately: barns are as
integral to their lives as family and home. In Barns of Minnesota, photographer
Doug Ohman showcases the vast array of these exceptional landmarks, built by
hand in wood, stone, brick, or metal and dating back as far as 1880. Where
Ohman's photographs capture the beauty of the barn from the outside in, Will
Weaver's evocative story illuminates the life of the barn from the inside out.
Readers witness the making and breaking of one barn as it plays into the life and
sustenance of several generations of one family who settled the land in 1922 and
who farmed into the age of agribusiness. Seventy-five stunning color photographs
accompanied by Weaver's moving story uplift these beautiful buildings and a way
of life on the land that is as strong and proud, as fragile and humble, as the barns
among us.
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Trailer Life's RV Repair & Maintenance Manual
NIBBLES is a curious little hamster, who escapes open night from his cage.
Adventure excitement and more comes his way as he has to LOOK OUT, for PURR
the cat. PURR hears NIBBLES scurrying sounds and starts prowling around. Where
will NIBBLES curious nose take him? NIBBLES is lost! NIBBLES is scared! Can he
find HEATHER his friend, to help him get safely back to his cage? Loveable
NIBBLES, quickly learns how friends are needed, and it s good to be safe at home.
NIBBLES NIGHTTIME ADVENTURE, is based on an actual experience that happened,
when Heather was a young child and had a pet hamster. The books characters are
so loveable and fun, they will quickly become friends to any young reader.

Barbershop - Barber Pole - Red, White, and Blue
Everything you need to create the perfect pet! • Tutorials help you perfect your
Aspiration score • Discover the keys to developing your pets' behavior • Tables
and charts detail all new available objects and their individual modifiers • Learn
strategies to make the new "Genetic System" for specific pet breeding

Iowa Conservationist
A dead man's secrets. A girl's forgotten past. The key to both mysteries is buried
within three pages torn from a Civil War diary, raising questions that will pit Sandi
Beck against a small-town Southern dynasty, a billionaire developer, and her own
conflicting desires. As she untangles 150 years of lies, Sandi is faced with a choice
- will she pursue the truth at any cost, even if the price is her own life? In a story
that could be ripped from today's headlines, this sequel to Kind Lies exposes the
dark influence of greed and bitterness on the human heart.

At the Crossroads
Thomas H. Olbricht grew up in Churches of Christ, has taught in several of their
universities, and has given religious lectures on six continents and in most states
in the United States. He has met most leaders in Churches of Christ globally. He
has been active in several religious and rhetoric societies and has worked with
leaders in all these organizations to bring about changes over the past sixty years.
C. Clifton Black and Duane F. Watson wrote about Olbricht, "Tom Olbricht
possesses a memory of elephantine proportions. Not only does he have at his
fingertips the names and places and dates; better than most he understands how
the study of rhetoric has flourished among, while cross-pollinating, multiple
disciplines in the humanities, classics, English, speech communication, and
religion."

The Sims 2 Pets
Product Safety & Liability Reporter
New features in this edition include listings of modem-friendly campgrounds and
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RV parks with easy online access, and listings of special music events nationwide.
The book profiles more than 15,500 private and public campgrounds, RV service
centers, LP gas locations, and tourist attractions.

Stop Farting in the Pyramids
Since its origin as a frontier town two hundred years ago, Gallatin, Tennessee, has
flourished as home to a fascinating array of people, organizations, and businesses.
From early settlers who shopped the general store founded by Andrew Jackson in
1803 to a diverse population driving high-technology industries at the dawn of the
new millennium, Gallatin's history tells a story of courage, innovation, education,
and commerce that makes it one of Tennessee's most vibrant communities. In this
extensively researched history, the Gallatin Bicentennial Celebration Committee
editors have compiled countless facts and photographs to provide the most
complete picture of Gallatin's past and present ever written. The foreword by
Mayor Don Wright and interviews with the city's aldermen reveal a thriving
American town proud of its heritage and excited about its future. The time line that
comprises part two of the book traces the development of Gallatin from 1802 to
the present, with over one hundred illustrations as well as interesting feature
articles that highlight important individuals and events from Gallatin's past. The
bicentennial of this city is an occasion for reflection on the past while looking
ahead to a future that offers virtually unlimited opportunities. As Gallatin
celebrates this hallmark year, its people have chosen to honor their hometown
with this beautiful tribute, which will be treasured by readers for generations to
come. Book jacket.

From Problems to Profits
Looking for the right tractor at the right price has just gotten a whole lot easier!
With this guide in hand you'll have all the information necessary to make informed
buying decisions on all Minneapolis-Moline models, including the U-DLX
(Comfortractor), U, JT, N, and E. Gas, diesel, and alternate fuel models are also
included in this model-by-model guide to history, collectibility, and buying.
Contains important serial number data and production figures. Sftbd., 7 1/2 x 9
1/2, 128 pgs., 150 b&w ill.

Kidnapped by Columbus
A field-tested guide to surviving a nuclear attack, written by a revered civil defense
expert. This edition of Cresson H. Kearny’s iconic Nuclear War Survival Skills
(originally published in 1979), updated by Kearny himself in 1987 and again in
2001, offers expert advice for ensuring your family’s safety should the worst come
to pass. Chock-full of practical instructions and preventative measures, Nuclear
War Survival Skills is based on years of meticulous scientific research conducted by
Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Featuring a new introduction by ex-Navy SEAL Don
Mann, this book also includes: instructions for six different fallout shelters, myths
and facts about the dangers of nuclear weapons, tips for maintaining an adequate
food and water supply, a foreword by “the father of the hydrogen bomb,” physicist
Dr. Edward Teller, and an “About the Author” note by Eugene P. Wigner, physicist
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and Nobel Laureate. Written at a time when global tensions were at their peak,
Nuclear War Survival Skills remains relevant in the dangerous age in which we now
live.

The Triangle
New Orleans Cookbook
Professional sports returned to Minnesota in 1961, a year after one of the most
successful pro sports franchises left Minneapolis for Los Angeles in 1960. Since
then, a history of last-second losses, historically bad teams, draft busts, missed
calls, terrible trades, disappointing playoff runs, blown leads, under-qualified front
office staff and coaches and untimely injuries. Yet, this fan base stays loyal. For
some reason. 'Land of 10,000 Aches' goes deeper into the most heart-breaking,
gut-wrenching, soul-crushing, even-I-could-make-that-field-goal moments in
Minnesota sports history with first-hand accounts from players, coaches and fans.
Everybody remembers where they were for the good things: the Minneapolis
Miracle, Kirby Puckett's Game Six home run. But were you face down in disbelief
when Garrett Hartley kicked the Saints to the Super Bowl? Or forced into an
emotional fetal position watching the Eagles hang 38 unanswered points on the
NFL's best defense? Until names like Sal Bando, Ron Schock, Claude Osteen, Ed
Thorp, Gordie Peterkin and Sergei Krivokrasov make your stomach turn, you have
a long drop into the doldrums of Minnesota melancholy. This book is your guide
down.

Land of 10,000 Aches
Considering that information and communication technology (ICT) policymaking, estrategies, or indeed e-government implementations have a recent history in
Africa, not many countries have fully developed working policies or extensive
related experience in these areas. The short history of ICTs in Africa shows that in
2003 only about a third of African countries had developed ICT policies. Those
countries that have tell of a long, tedious, and little understood process. Kenya is
only one example. Some ICT historians assert, not without contention, that the first
attempts at ICT policymaking in Kenya actually date back to the early 1990s. The
process is ongoing: Kenya\2019s maiden draft ICT policy was made public in
November 2004. This book, which presents experience from Kenya and other
countries of East Africa, captures elements of both the process and the outcomes
of ICT policymaking processes. With contributions from research projects,
institutions, and spokespersons from Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, and Rwanda, this
book shows what worked and what did not work. It will be a useful guide for
countries and institutions that are contemplating their own ICT-policymaking
exercise, and will be of interest to researchers, educators, and students in
development studies, history, and comparative studies; development professionals
specializing in social policy and ICTs; and decision-makers and policy advisors in
research and development organizations worldwide.
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